House of Representative hearing on HB 4005, February 7thr2020 by Manuel J. Martinez

GUN CONTROL
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History cites under a variety of Communist regimes, mass killings totaling an estimate of death toll
numbering between 90 to 100 million and counting; scattered worldwide (China, Vietnam, North Korea,
Cambodia, Europe, Latin America, Africa)

After the demolition of the Soviet Union and the gradually increase of Socialism and Liberalism during
the sixties, new headquarter must be found as the head and to manage the Marxist ideology. Knowing
the patience of Marxism and their perseverance, America is emerging as the front runner. After more
than seventy years from WWII, America has amassed the technology, richest and everything else
anyone can dream of, definitely the ideal prey. However, there is one thing left to do by the
Marxist/Socialists, it is to conquer America. This has been tried for years without success. Now
Socialism has surface fashionably as the magic tool to accomplish the impossible task for now. Without
a doubt they forgot the obstacle of the "2"d Amendment in our Constitution, the guardian of our Rights
and Liberties; the one who prevent dictatorial regimes to settle, including Socialism, with its
catastrophic record. Is well known Socialism, same as others similar regimes, does not allow citizenry to
posses' arms therefore, making disarm mandatory. The Socialists excuse for disarming the people is
either or both'oprotect citizens" and "children safety", which is a shamble and a mastodon, lie. This
move is the prelude of the regime to set, trying to avoid a bloody confrontation, from the people
rejecting tyranny.
Now we can

see the reason

why Socialists are so eager for gun control. It is clear they have to eliminate

the "2nd Amendment for their dream to root. Negate the Right to bear arms cannot be accepted, neither

contemplated. This is a FREEDOM Nation and must stay FREE, no alternative neither matter of
discussion. Freedom yes, Socialism/Communism no.
These Socialists, even though advocating be humanitarians and candid, are nothing more than fallacies
designers; assaulting Freedom, Rights and Liberties is their intention to cement their goals. Socialism is

just

transitorily step to Communism, the coronation of Marxism. Converting our Nation in a Socialist
one, is to become a portrayal of an enslave country same as others ruined, without Rights, Liberty, Selfrespect, Pride, Honor; immerse in submission or recluse as many are, in rehabilitation sites. Most
people do not know what Freedom is.
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The reason of HB 4005 is to disarm America cilizenry, to introduce "Socialism". My past
experience asserts me to testify it. HB 4005 is an assault to Freedom. A dishonor to does that
die for Freedom, the "Right" we must defend.
cBy

Socialists do not recognize "Individual Rights" but, only "Rights", the ones granted
and control by them. They wanted to convert our Nation into Socialism, step from
Communism. This is the reason for the obsession of gun control and to get rid of
President Trump, at any cost. They are the obstacle for Socialism. It is not secret
disarming the American citizenry, is a need for Socialism to set. y'fre chemistry
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This Land cannot be taken by force, have been proven. But, it is a vulnerable prey
for manipulations thru political maneuvers; due to lack of awareness and poor
knowledge of Socialism. Reason why our philosophical structure must develop in
our educational centers, real and common sense social and economy programs,
called "Capitalism", the Freedom and self determination, the pillars of our
Foundation." We need to start from primly years up to high schools; then continue
deepening in colleges and universities to eradicate these tyrannical doctrines. Is
imperative signalize to reject injecting, our younger generation, with fatidic
Marxism. Left wing scholars has been strategy planted, in educational centers from
past Liberal administrations; hiding from be Marxist but, emerging radical Marxists
when conditions ripened.
Socialism has spread in this Nation due to Iaziness and manipulations from
politicians. But, not forget our enoneous thinking and over confidence, saying
could not succeed here. Socialists keep nurturing us with the drug of Socialism
softly, quietly unnoticed. I with sadness routinely hear the phrase oolt would not
happen here" This erratic thinking has brought us to where we are now. Meanwhile,
we keep ignoring Socialism, which is rooting and spreading at will; in contrast they
keep preaching for Socialism laud and clear.

"To disarm the people is the most etfectual way to enslave them"
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Absolute positive, Marxism main goal is World Control. Utilizing differ variation of systems and sorting names for
appealing only, but all for one goal "World Control". Many tentacles denominations are used by Marxism not limited
to Socialism, Liberalism, Progressive, Communism, Democratic Communism, Neo-Communism, and CulturalMarxism
and any other similar, which are many. However, one is more tasteful than others; which are Socialism, the antechamber of Communism, the one who carries the goal of Marxism at heart.
Marxism has penetrited by now atl Nations in the world. Nevertheless, even thou they have been short conquering
the World and its domination, still are pursuing it without resting. The cause is mainly the people, after been assail by
Marxism, they has revolted. With sadness those Nations once been conquered and later tiberated, have been unable
to fully recover to reach true Freedom and tiberty the ones they once lost. Once Sociatism, pass through a Nation
devastation, desolation, misery, pain and death is left behind. lt takes a length of time to recuperate. Those asking for
these types of regimes are sick, with obsession for power without no ending; for them the well being of a Nation and
its population are considerer irrelevant, just a malicious insatiable appetite for World Control is their satisfaction.

Socialism/Communism

as I repeat from past writings started the

infiltration worldwide in 1919, when
implementing the Third lnternational knowing as Communism lnternational Bureau or "Comintern". This operative
existed 'til WWll for purpose of world revolution injecting Socialism, disbanded by Josef Stalin as a gesture to the
Allies, during the war. However, after the Soviet took over East Europe and the "Cold War" sprout, the Soviets
resurrect the prior idea naming it Communism lnformation Bureau or "Comimform." Later, in 195G Nikita Khrushchev
decided it termination; by that time World was well saturated with Socialism/Communism, its continuation was
cancelled. More explanation is irrelevanU just take a look at the present to confirm. We are now facing an apparatus
to execute World Domination. lt is named International Communism directing Socialism the Ante-chamber of
Communism, the executioner of Marxism. However, Socialism/Communism could not achieve their goal, without help
from others lefties radicalgroups neither with the absent of lslam, the cradle of terrorist. This versatile group of
terrorists carry out the dirty work, which Socialists would not wanted to perform; they distanced from violence which
can damage their image in future political situations but, support them. Socialists are not shy to defend terrorists and
criticizes those retaliate them. They only hide refusing to get involve directly until the task is accomplished. Socialists
are master deceivers, unless someone exposes them. Observe the reaction against their own country, America in the
last lranian conflict, a disgrace. Many are the Marxism tentacles nowadays such as, Neo Communism appearing more
advance with better appeal for recruiting but, as dangerous or more than with their traditional Old strategy.
Communism is solidifying; they utilizing all those tentacles, injecting their dogma but, hiding to the end the ultimate
goal of Total Control and elimination of Freedom.

Neo'Communism

also addressed before is more interest and should be mention now. Marxism goalwould not
change, as evil as is now but, their tentacles could. The Old Communism could be replace by Neo-Communism as the
apparatus to implement, direct, administrates and entirely executes Marxism. Neo-Communism is a merger between
the Old dogma and Super'Capitalism, which advance Marxism rapidly in cultural institution and business. This new
apparatus has found the missing link between Communism and World Control, which are the powerfulwortdwide
billionaires; obsess with absolute total world control. They will maintain Marxism and all his principles, to institute
themselves as the World rulers' undisputed new "elite". This is the one that could tumble and eliminate our culture
and forever our future. I merely touch but should be address in detail by Anti-Marxists in defense of our selfdetermination, Freedom, individual Rights and overall Liberty. lt is undeniable Marxism must be eradicated from the
face of the Earth. Neo-Communism is Marxism but sophisticated, definitely more dangerous.
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"Cultural Marxism",

a controversiat term which I don't believe is recognized by Marxists philosophers as true
Marxism. Appears Cultural Marxism is a catch-all for lefties issues. Many philosophers indicate Marxist revolution is
against old traditional culture, the oppressor in modern time. They attack the foundation of the old culture like
patriotism, family, religion, morality, rule of law but, using it as a tool only. Cultural Marxists recognize
multiculturalism as political correct, in conflict with the culture of the past. Cultural Marxism surge after end of WWl,
the theoretic Marxists believes in needs to update their strategy, to achieve their goal, due to culture. However, Karl
Marx felt culture is not a primary concern, which is easily to manipulate. Equally has been the feeling of other
philosophers. Even thou Cultural Marxism might be not recognizing by theoretic Marxism, cannot be deny the helped
make to Marxism, as a tool. The Western culture now, opposes traditional values; they rather prefer more
progressive ideals. Pure Marxism philosophers do not recognize culture for changes. They believe changes are needed
but, done by "Dialectical Materialism". Cultural Marxism is a term rarely used nowadays.

Democratic Socialist, it is recognized by Principles of Communism for carrying most of the Marxism ideals, which
eventually turn in Communism. ln America they are assailing the Democratic Party advancing at a very fast pace
toward making the conversion for cementing Marxism. The DNC at the present appears as the "socialist Party USA".
Other Socialism tentacles were ldentified as Reactionarv Socialism and Bourseois Socialism; both mentioned by
Principles of Communism however, sounds like "rebels without a cause", I believe eventually would vanished
absorbed by Communism or Neo-Communism
The Realitv,

in America what is in need is to see reality, which in many instance we are tacking; appears the
causative is our culture. ln our Country people in generat are amicable, passionate to help the ones in need, we are
industrious and to enjoy what we feel is Freedom. Even thou many do not know what Freedom is. We grow tending
see evil as transitory and secondary, if not see it ignore, we feel evil only if seriously existed but, when close. lf evil
not close and in some place else, existed none we say. This is understandable; we have been raised, developing to be
self-dependent. We love the idea to advance by our own initiative, having individual rights and believe in our efforts
to do it. We believe in winning and proud to succeed. We love help others when in need, but giving with honor. We
want the same for us, when receiving. We reject dependency. Overall we feel safe and victorious. Therefore, we grow
and live without fear to evil, which the reason to be blind to see evil; been the culprit the habits, way of life or ,,Modo

Vivendi".
Similar happened to me. I have passed more years in this Country, than years in my native one but, I saw Socialism
and close. I try to tell what and how Socialism/Communism operates. What they did in my native country. I try to
detail how Venezuela turn bankrupt after be one of richer in the world. I mention how Communist settles in Europe
and in many other places. However, the response I got was "lt won't happen here" they say. However, not knowing
what is "happening alreadv" neither how. The year 2020 does not worry's me, so far. year 2024 does. WHy? Too
many people blind and deaf without known what is happening, neither how.
lmmediately after 2015 Elections, Socialists wanted President Elected Donald Trump to be impeached. WHy? They
could not accept him, again WHY? They immediately start preparing a Circus. Lies start fabricated, accusations began,
and a whistleblower came from the occult and social media to join the frenzy impeachment, Hollywood style,
scenario USA Congress. Then silence, lights, action, starts filming. After weeks all of the sudden, the so call evidence
disappear among the clouds. Witness's testimonies were irrelevant. Most were socialists or disgruntle personnel. All
the revelations, since this buffoonery started were false, inaccurate or not credible. None of the Socialist said could be
proven. Then, WHY one more time, keep trying impeaching President Trump? Let's face reality; SOCIALISM the
reason. Donald Trump is not socialist. He is the obstacle, the barrier, the reason for impeach him. He is the wall for
SOCIALISM not set in this Land. Everything he does is anti-|eft, that is WHY the impeachment. The obsession of the
Left is to convert this country into SOCIALISM. The ,,euid pro euo,, was a makeup lie. The whistleblower and rest
farce were theatrical, President Trump is their enemy. The making of President Trump wrong doings is an excellent
sample of the Marxist Principle "Dialectical Materialism". Make an issue (Thesisl: Trump, anti socialist Exploit the issue

(Antithesis): lmpeachment hearings, accusations, lies, distractions.
Solution of the issue (Svnthesis): lmpeich
Presldent Trump. Therefore, Donald Trump has to go. As the legendary Paul Harvey would say: "Nour
1ou Knou ths rsst
of the siory". This is reality. lt is CoMMUNISM. America wake up, see and listen. IWtfre *tastery of
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